
The Urgency of Automated Recruiting Coordination

Why My Ally Should Be Your Priority



Imagine if some cars were still built by hand.

Chances are you wouldn't buy them, because it would take months to get one. 

You'd probably buy from a carmaker that uses technology to roll them out in weeks. 

 

Just like how top talent won't wait on a needlessly long hiring process. 

 

The current demand for A-list performers far outstrips their supply. If your organization 

doesn't use technology to hire them quickly, your competitors probably will. 



You can always make more money, but not time. 

The most successful companies know how little time there really is. 

It's why they respect it and value it above all other resources. 

 

Continuing to rely on manual recruiting coordination means fewer hours spent 

on tasks with meaningful outcomes, like positive candidate engagement. 

 

So unless one of your office perks is a time machine, automation is a priority. 



Digital recruiting calls for digital tools. 

America is enjoying one of its most competitive business environments in years, 

which means recruiters today are under increasingly heavy pressure to deliver. 

 

Why burden a a person when a machine can do it without fuss, fatigue or error? 

 

AI-powered solutions like My Ally let you automate recruiting coordination, 

giving recruiters time to achieve the things technology can't do alone. 



Top 5 Skills AI Can't Replace

Building relationships with candidates Seeing potential beyond credentials

Judging 'culture add' or 'culture fit' Gauging interpersonal skills

Convincing candidates to accept offers



Introducing Alex

Alex is My Ally's AI-powered assistant. It automates every aspect of the 

recruiting coordination process, leaving recruiters free to focus elsewhere. 

 

From scheduling and rescheduling interviews to coordinating across multiple 

time zones, Alex handles every administrative task without fuss or fatigue.



The Advantage of Automation

Reduce Candidate Pipeline Time by 75%

From over 2 months to under 15 days

Increase Offer Acceptances by 40%

Schedule interviews within 24 hours for optimal candidate experience

Reduce Cost per Hire by 30%

Schedule interviews 5x faster at a fraction of the cost
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Top 5 Hiring Obstacles
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Clearing Hurdles With My Ally

According to a survey by LinkedIn, 36% of recruiters believe that excessively long 

processes negatively impact hiring results, and with good reason. 

 

Candidates often cite long pipeline times as a key reason for dropping out of the 

hiring process. They don't want to spend several months on one opening. 

 

By automating the entire recruiting coordination process, we move candidates 

through your hiring pipeline 75% faster than if you did everything by hand.



Software Integrations

My Ally integrates seamlessly with leading email clients, calendar systems, 

ATS solutions and video conferencing tools, including these and many more: 

Gmail  •  Office 365  •  Outlook  •  Zoom  •  Bluejeans  •  Webex 

Client Integrations

Greenhouse  •  Jobvite  •  SuccessFactors  •  Smart Recruiters  •  Lever  •  Taleo

ATS Integrations



Results You Can Measure

$2.6 MM
saved 

per year

return on 

investment

of total 

hours saved

50% 260%

Average returns based on enterprise organizations



It's not a question of 'if', but 'when'.

Automated recruiting coordination is advantageous to any organization that 

believes time and costs are critical resources. And with a solution as 

battle-tested as ours, you'll start seeing returns from our first day on your team.



Thank you.


